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Containerised and pre-fabricated modular substations

Equipment for renewable energy projects

Our EAGLE series of fixed and demountable motor control centres

Eaton ‘X-Energy’ semi and fully withdrawable motor control centres

Floor standing heavy duty distribution boards

Distribution boards, kiosks and pillar boxes

PLC and marshalling panelsPLC and marshalling panels

VSDs & soft starters

Remote I/O boxes

19” rack panels

Control desks

Special enclosures

Standard enclosures

Custom control panelsCustom control panels

Field isolators & junction boxes

Electrical spares & equipment

RADIOMETRIC AERIAL 
THERMOGRAPHY USING REMOTE 
CONTROL

INFRARED images and videos from the air – recorded by 
drones, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and other flying 
objects – are becoming increasingly important in industrial 
maintenance. In some cases, the cost savings compared to 
existing applications could be considerable. 

Optris, specialists in non-contact temperature meas-
urement, has just released the only fully radiometric flight 
thermography available to market – the relaunched Op-
tris PI LightWeight in kit-form, consisting of a weight-reduced 
infrared camera and an equally light mini PC which ensures 
even better flight thermography than before.

FULLY RADIOMETRIC INFRARED VIDEO RECORDINGS
The Optris  PI  LightWeight is still the only system available 
that produces fully radiometric video recordings. The record-
ings can be started and stopped via remote control and sub-
sequently edited. The system has a special interface for visual 
GoPro cameras.  USB GPS modules are also supported and 
the geographical coordinates saved in each single image. The 
infrared camera and the mini PC have a total weight of only 
380 grams.

HIGHER RESOLUTION AND LARGE OPTICAL SELECTION
The new PI LightWeight can be fitted with the camera mod-
els Optris PI 450 (382 x 288 px) or the VGA camera Op-
tris PI 640 (640 x 480 px). Video recordings of up to 80 Hz 
in QVGA resolution and up to 125 Hz in VGA sub-frame mode 
(640 x 120 px) are possible. The unlicensed analysis software 
PI Connect can be used to extract and analyse sharp single 
images from the video data. The cameras are powered via 
USB from the mini PC and have a spectral range of 7.5 to 13 
µm. In addition, four different optics can be selected for each 
model, depending on requirements.
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IN my previous column, we looked at the defi-
nition ‘electrical installation’. And we concluded 
that it means “any machinery, in or on any 
premises, used for the transmission of electricity 
from a point of control to a point of consumption 
anywhere on the premises, including any article 
forming part of such an electrical installation ir-
respective of whether or not it is part of the elec-
trical circuit, but excluding
(a) Any machinery of the supplier related to the 
supply of electricity on the premises;
(b) Any machinery which transmits electrical 
energy in communication, control circuits, televi-
sion or radio circuits;
(c) An electrical installation on a vehicle, vessel, 
train or aircraft; and
(d) Control circuits of 50 V or less between 
different parts of machinery or system com-
ponents, forming a unit that are separately in-
stalled and derived from an independent source 
or an isolating transformer …”

During our limited ‘encounter’, however, what 
we didn’t discuss were all the excluded bits and 
parts – that is, what happens before the ‘point of 
control’ and/or beyond the ‘point of consump-
tion’ … and sometimes in between.

Let’s pause for a while and attempt to figure 
out how many definitions are actually locked up 
inside the definition of an electrical installation. 
And, by this, I mean only the unique definitions 
mentioned and not the ones that one finds inside 
those definitions … I count six unique definitions 
and another three that are repeated at least once. 

You will find these definitions elaborated upon 
either in the Occupational Health and Safety Act 
(Act 85 of 1993) (OHS Act) itself, or somewhere in 
the Regulations. Most of these definitions appear 
verbatim in SANS 10142-1 or with slightly altered 
wording to make them more comprehensible. 

Can you just imagine how difficult it would be 
to read the OHS Act and Regulations if those 
explanations (definitions) had to be written out 
in full every time? But it also underlines how im-
portant it is for those definitions to define exactly 
what and where certain limits find themselves. 
This is why I am a big fan of using definitions 
(including the explanatory paragraphs) of the 
OHS Act and the Regulations when it comes 
to settling a difference of opinion. I find that in 
99.9% of cases, arguments arise due to blatant 
ignorance and the incorrect understanding or 
interpretation of a definition. 

Now, if we look at the excluded bits as de-
fined, we see that the ‘machinery’ (supply ca-
ble) from Eskom or local authority to my point 
of control is excluded. And to prove machinery 
can be a cable, we will quickly look at the defini-
tion from the OHS Act: 
“… ‘machinery’ means any article or 
combination of articles assembled, arranged 
or connected and which is used or intended to 
be used for converting any form of energy to 
performing work, or which is used or intended 
to be used, whether incidental thereto or not, 
for developing, receiving, storing, containing, 
confining, transforming, transmitting, transferring 
or controlling any form of energy …” In short, it’s 
a cable… But what the supplier of electricity 
can expect from me is that I take custody of 
the supply cable and treat it as if was part of 
my installation where the point of supply is 
not the point of control, whether it is overhead 
or underground, mainly for the purposes of 
safety and to prevent abuse – and this goes 
for the metering equipment, too. You will find 
there are specific references to earthing of 
television antennas in SANS 10142-1, for the 
purpose of lightning protection for instance. 
The authors of SANS 10142-1 have noted that 
even though the antenna per definition does 
not form part of the electrical installation as 
defined, it does come into contact the normal 
electrical installation somehow and can allow 

uninvited ‘guests’ – such as lightning – to gate 
-crash my electrical installation and, therefore, 
special precautions are required. 

Then the exclusion of trains and planes … The 
exclusion – in a roundabout way – tells me that 
an electrical installation as defined can only be 
found in premises that do not move around all 
the time, thus in a building of sorts. 

And, to prove that point from the OHS Act 
– ‘premises’ includes any building, vehicle, ves-
sel, train or aircraft: The exclusion of the control 
circuits of 50 V or less recognises the fact that 
these circuits are a requirement on intricate 
manufacturing equipment for instance, but the 
installation methods differ widely from that of 
a traditional 230/400 V installation. This is not 
to be confused with low voltage (12 V) lighting 
circuits, however… 

If you read SANS 10142-1 carefully, you will 
notice most of the low voltage lighting instal-
lation rules revolve around the fact that even 
though such circuits may not be able to kill you 
in the event of inadvertent contact, the high cur-
rents in those circuits with the resultant high 
temperatures create the perfect conditions for 
fires. The balance of the definitions in the above 
will be addressed as we progress further down 
the list of definitions.

The next definition… and what have we here?
“Electrical Installation Regulations, 1992’ 

means the Electrical Installation Regulations, 
1992, promulgated by Government Notice No. R. 
2920 of 23 October 1992 …”

At last, something that is self-explanatory 
… but, what follows next has its own issues,  
believe me.

“ … ‘electrical tester for single phase’ means 
a person who has been registered as an electri-
cal tester for single phase in terms of regulation 
11 (2) for the verification and certification of the 
construction, testing and inspection of electrical 
installations supplied by a single-phase electric-
ity supply at the point of control, excluding spe-
cialised electrical installations …”

I had a very irate contractor phone me the 
other day. He was upset because he had lost a 
contract to a one-man operation for the long-
term maintenance of a fairly old block of flats. 
His argument was that “you must be an instal-
lation electrician to work on such an installation”. 
Unfortunately, he is right and he is wrong. 

So, as I knew the guy from way back, I contact-
ed him and he told me that this particular block 
of flats does have a three-phase supply to the 
meter room but, from there, the units themselves 
are wired single-phase including the metering. 
Therefore, technically, because the main switch is 
in the distribution board inside the individual flats 
(the point of control), it is considered a single-
phase installation and a ‘single phase tester’ can 
legally work on it. 

When I asked about the three-phase supply 
side of things, he told me that the meter room 
is under the control of the supply authority as it 
holds the keys. And, in the event that the supply 
authority ever gives up those keys (which is very 
likely as the block is being sold under sectional 
title), he will contract a person who can legally 
work on three-phase installations. There’s noth-
ing wrong with that argument. 

Until we pick up the ‘one and three’ debate 
again, stay safe.

GETTING TO GRIPS WITH SANS 10142-1 BY HANNES BAARD

BEFORE THE ‘POINT OF CONTROL’, BEYOND THE ‘POINT OF 
CONSUMPTION’ … AND SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN

“ … ‘electrical tester for single phase’ means a person who has 
been registered as an electrical tester for single phase in terms 
of regulation 11 (2) for the verification and certification of the 
construction, testing and inspection of electrical installations 
supplied by a single-phase electricity supply at the point of control, 
excluding specialised electrical installations …”
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